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    Projects

    Here are just a few reasons to choose IACCI for all of your business needs
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            Iraq Energy Expo
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            Baghdad International Airport Business Center
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            Baghadad Business 2 Business
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            Rebuild Iraq by Iraqis
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            Iraqi Gathering
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            TADRIB Iraq

            THis is short description about the ExpoTHis is short description about the Expo THis is short description about the Expo
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      Our Members

      
        IACCI was established on May 9th, 2003 in Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. Our aim was to transfer advanced expertise and aid in the facilitation of communication between the commercial and industrial sector in Iraq and abroad. We are an independent nonprofit, nongovernmental organization (NGO). It does not discriminate between its members with respect to race, religion, or ethnic origin.

        We are the official chamber for ICC (International Chambers of Commerce- Paris, France) the oldest and most respected international federation of chambers, https://www.iccwbo.org/wcf/id6698/index.html . Since IACCI's inception, we have signed agreements of cooperation with the Federation of Iraqi Chamber of Commerce, Lebanese – American Chamber of Commerce, Egyptian – American Chamber of Commerce and Turkish Adana Chamber of Commerce, etc. IACCI is registered at International Chamber of Commerce, Paris and US Council for International Business (USCIB), New York.

        By the middle of 2007, our members totaled more than 7,100. Each of them enjoys IACCI’s service of international company registration.

        IACCI has enhanced the bonds of cooperation with such unions as Engineers Union, Medical Union, Bar Union, Contractors Union, etc. We also have a dedicated team that works with all Kurdistan ministries and Iraq federal ministries and we offer a very popular government membership.
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      Our Clients

      
        
          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

          
            
              
            

          

        
 
      

    

  
  
  
    
      Last News

      
       Lucky Star — game for money 

Lucky Star Casino is available at https://lucky-star.casino/. Lucky Star Casino's main focus is on real money gambling. Unlike other forms of entertainment, this platform goes beyond mere fun, offering the opportunity to turn your gaming skills and luck into tangible rewards. Whether you are an experienced player or a novice, Lucky Star Casino invites you to embark on a journey where every spin, every bet and every move can turn into real winnings. 
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        Who Are We?

        
          “Impossible Is Nothing” Our Way At Iraqi American Chamber Of Commerce Progressive EXPO And Conference Since 2003. It’s the only way to do business and succeed in Iraq. Iraqi-American Chamber of Commerce and Industry – IACCI (i-acci.org), Progressive EXPO and Conference Company and Iraq International Expo and Conference Company are working alongside each other for the past seven years with offices throughout Iraq and with some 10,000 members helping develop private sector in Iraq, our aim is to grow and nurture small enterprise into larger and more health companies and help start new business, to that aim in the past several years we have been engaged in a number of projects and developed a reputation as the best group of Iraqi staff and managers that can perform under pressure and in all circumstance.

          We are a professional, full service organization with over 10,500 Iraqi and international members, including Iraqi Ministries and local governments. The dedicated staff of IACCI comprises over from 50 to 300 depending on the projects we handle at any one time. With a distinguished track record of 16 regional job fairs and 15 international trade shows throughout Iraq, we stand alone as the most innovative advocate of the Iraqi private sector to date. Without a single security incident, we continue to promote Iraqi business development through networking forums, capacity building, and training and development. With its strong presence and extensive trade show experience in Iraq, we are the most qualified organization to handle any organizing effort, our logistics are the best, for example we coordinated the Iraq Energy Expo and Conference in 2008, the first ever energy tradeshow and conference in Iraq, over 100 international companies took the chance to visit Baghdad and we delivered, some 6000 staff and technical and managerial employees of the Iraqi Ministry of Oil participated.

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Contact IACCI

      Feel free to send us an email any time for any reason
info@iacci.info
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